
Real-World Learning Levels of the Create  
Excellence Framework

CREATE LEVEL DESCRIPTION SAMPLE TASK OR PROJECT

1: Knowing •  Learning involves prob-
lems irrelevant to the real 
world, using textbooks or 
worksheets.

Students look up and define Chinese terms on a 
worksheet.

2: Practicing •  Learning provides some 
application to the real 
world, using real objects 
or topics.

Locate a chart of China’s twenty-five most populous 
cities. Classify them according to land types and 
regions. 

3: Investigating •  Learning simulates the 
real world (such as a 
class store or assuming 
the role of a political 
commentator).

Select any of the Chinese royal dynasties, dress up in a 
traditional Chinese costume for that time period, and 
produce your own original play depicting a day in the 
life of your selected royalty. 

4: Integrating •  Learning emphasizes and 
impacts the classroom, 
school, or community.

•  Learning is integrated 
across subject areas.

After studying transportation in China, it is obvi-
ous that bicycles are used extensively as a means of 
transportation as well as to carry a load. The students 
decide to redesign the bicycle to be effective and 
efficient for transporting people or heavy loads. They 
complete their designs in a CAD (computer-assisted 
drafting) drawing program and narrate the details of 
the design, emphasizing numerous points that make 
it effective and efficient. Students create a real proto-
type of their design and a marketing plan to sell their 
product to other students at their school.

5: Specializing •  Learning has a positive 
impact on a national or 
global issue or problem.

•  Collaboration occurs 
with experts in a field or 
discipline.

Your class has a pen pal class in China. A majority of 
the students from both classes are from farming fam-
ilies. After discussing the effects of GMOs (genetically 
modified organisms), pesticides, and poor water qual-
ity, both classes decide to partner together to create a 
non-GMO and clean water campaign for their farming 
communities. They consult with experts from national 
farming organizations in both countries to include 
ideas and recommendations for their campaigns. They 
capitalize on the joint efforts and advertise the part-
nership with the other country.
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